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Abstract
In this paper, we show that any nonzero divisor class of a Krull domain D[S] contains a
height-one prime ideal of D[S], where either D is a UFD or S is a group. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let R be an integral domain with quotient eld K and let S be a torsion-free can-
cellative monoid with quotient group G. In this paper, we show that any nonzero
divisor class of a Krull (monoid) domain D[S] contains a height-one prime ideal of
D[S], where either D is a UFD (but not a eld) or S is a group. This generalizes the
well-known fact [6, Theorem 14:3] that for R a Krull domain each nonzero divisor
class of R[X ] contains a height-one prime ideal.
It is noteworthy to point out that the distribution of prime divisors in the divisor
classes has a great impact on the elasticity of factorizations in a Krull domain. In order
to have a better understanding of the previous statement, we introduce the following
terminologies. Let R be an integral domain with quotient eld K . If R is a unique
factorization domain (UFD), then any two factorizations of a nonzero nonunit of R into
the product of irreducible elements have the same length. However, this need not be true
for an arbitrary atomic domain (an integral domain is atomic if each nonzero nonunit
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is a product of irreducible elements). An atomic integral domain R is a half-factorial
domain (HFD) if whenever x1    xm=y1   yn, where xi; yj are irreducible, then m=n.
This property was rst considered by Carlitz [4], who showed that a ring of algebraic
integers R is an HFD if and only if jCl(R)j  2. HFD’s were rst formally dened
and systematically studied by Zaks [16,17]. In order to measure how far an atomic
domain R is from being an HFD, we dene (R) = supfm=n j x1    xm = y1   yn,
each xi; yj 2 R is irreducibleg if R is not a eld, and (R) = 1 if R is a eld. Thus
1  (R)  1, and (R) = 1 if and only if R is an HFD. (R), called the elasticity
of R, was introduced by Valenza [15] and has recently received considerable attention.
It is well known that the elasticity, in any Krull domain R, just depends on its divisor
class group Cl(R) and on the set W Cl(R) containing prime divisors [10]. As a
special case it was shown in [2, Corollary 2.3(b)] that, in a Krull domain R (which
is not a UFD), if each (nonzero) divisor class contains a height-one prime ideal, then
(R) =D(Cl(R))=2, where D(G) denotes the Davenport constant of an abelian group
G (see [2] for denition). Thus our main results (Theorems 7 and 11) determine the
elasticity of factorizations and hence characterize other arithmetical invariants in (our)
Krull monoid domain. In particular,
(D[S]) =
D(Cl(D[S]))
2
=
D(Cl(S))
2
;
where D is a UFD (not a eld) and D[S] is a Krull domain (not a UFD).
Each nonzero element f of the monoid domain D[S] has a unique representation in
the form
Pn
i=1 fiX
si , where fi 6= 0 and si 6= sj for i 6= j; this representation is called
canonical form of f. The subset fsign1 of S is called the support of f and denoted by
Supp(f). We call n the length of f and denote it by length(f). We will use  (or )
to denote proper inclusion. For general terminology see [3,7,8], and for basic facts on
Krull domains see [6].
2. Main results
Let R =
L
2  R be a  -graded integral domain, where   is a grading monoid.
Then T = fnonzero homogeneous elements of Rg is a multiplicatively closed set. Thus
RT is a h i-graded quotient ring of R, with each (RT )=fa=b j a 2 R; 0 6= b 2 R, and
 =  − g. In particular, (RT )0 is a eld, and each nonzero homogeneous element of
RT is a unit. We will often call RT the homogeneous quotient eld of R. Note that RT
is a completely integrally closed GCD-domain [1, Proposition 2:1]. Let h(R) denote
the set of all homogeneous elements of R.
To investigate the distribution of prime divisors in a Krull domain D[S], where D is
a UFD, we need the following theorem which is a graded version of the approximation
theorem for a Krull domain (cf. [6, Theorem 5:8] or [7, Theorem 44:1]). As usual P(m)
will denote the mth symbolic power of a prime ideal P.
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Theorem 1. Let R be a graded integral domain which is a Krull domain and not equal
to its quotient eld K; let fPg2 be the set of height-one prime ideals of R; and for
each  2 ; let v be the essential valuation associated with RP . If fP1; : : : ; Png is
a set of homogeneous height-one prime ideals of R; and if k1; : : : ; kn 2 Z; then there
exists a homogeneous element t in KH; the homogeneous quotient eld of R; such that
vi(t) = ki for 1  i  n and v(t)  0 for each  2 0 :=− f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
Proof. It suces to prove the result under the assumption that at most one of the
elements ki is nonzero. Indeed, if there exist homogeneous elements t1; : : : ; tn such that
vi(tj) = ijki for each i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng and such that v(tj)  0 for each  2 0, then
t = t1t2    tn satises the required conditions. Therefore, we prove the theorem under
the assumption that k2 =   = kn = 0. If k1 = 0, we can take t = 1.
Now suppose that k1> 0. Note that there is an  2 P1RP1 such that v1()=1. We can
write =x=s, where x 2 P1 and s 2 R−P1. It follows that v1(s)=0 and v1(x)=v1()=1.
Therefore, v1(xm) =m for each positive integer m, and so P
(m)
1 P(m+1)1 . In particular,
P(k1)1 P(k1+1)1 , and thus P(k1)1 6P(k1+1)1 [ P2 [    [ Pn by [7, Proposition 4:9]. Since
P(m)1 is homogeneous for each positive integer m [1, Proposition 5:5], we can choose
a homogeneous element t 2 R such that t 2 P(k1)1 and t 62 P(k1+1)1 [ P2 [    [ Pn. Then
v1(t) = k1; vi(t) = 0 for 2  i  n, and v(t)  0 for each  2 0. From what we have
previously shown, it follows that the theorem is valid if each ki is nonnegative.
If k1< 0 and k2 =   =kn=0, then there is a homogeneous element y 2 R such that
v1(y)=−k1, vi(y)=0 for 2  i  n, and v(y)  0 for each  2 0. Note that there are
only nitely many elements, say n+ 1; : : : ; q of 0 for which v’s have positive value
on y. Thus fPn+1; : : : ; Pqg is a set of homogeneous height-one prime ideals of R. We
let 00 :=0 − fn+ 1; : : : ; qg, and we assume that vj(y) = hj for n+ 1  j  q, where
hj 2 Z+. If u :=y−1, then u is a homogeneous element of KH and v1(u)=k1; vi(u)=0
for 2  i  n, vj(u) = −hj for n + 1  j  q, and v(u)  0 for  2 00. By the
case of the theorem where the integers kj are nonnegative, we can nd a homogeneous
element t0 2 R such that vi(t0) = 0 for 1  i  n, vj(t0) = hj for n + 1  j  q, and
v(t0) for each  2 00. If t=ut0, it then follows that v1(t)= k1; vi(t)=0 for 2  i  q,
and v(t)  0 for each  2 00.
Let R be a graded integral domain with the homogeneous quotient eld KH. Then a
homogeneous fractional ideal A of R is dened to be a graded R-submodule of KH such
that dAR for some nonzero d 2 R; obviously one may assume that d 2 h(R)− f0g.
Corollary 2 (cf. Bourbaki [3, Corollary 1, p. 485]). Let R be a graded integral do-
main which is a Krull domain; KH its homogeneous quotient eld of R; and A; B; and
C three homogeneous divisorial fractional ideals of R such that AB. Then there
exists x 2 h(KH) such that A= B \ xC.
Proof. Let X (1)H (R) = fPg2 be the set of all homogeneous height-one prime ideals
of R, and for each  2 , let v be the essential valuation associated with P, and
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let (m) (respectively, (n); (p)) be the family of rational integers (zero except for
a nite number of indices) such that A (respectively, B; C) is generated by the set of
y 2 KH for which v(y)  m (respectively, n; p) for all  2  (cf. [3, Proposition
5, p. 482]). Note that the set  of  2  such that m>n is nite. Since p=m=0
except for a nite number of indices, 0 := [ f jp>mg is nite. Thus Theorem
1 shows that there exists x 2 h(KH) − f0g such that v(x−1) + m = p for  2 0
and v(x−1)+m  p for  2 −0. Then for all  2 ; m=maxfn; v(x)+pg.
Therefore, A= B \ xC.
Let R be an integral domain with quotient eld K . Let F(R) denote the set of
nonzero fractional ideals of R. A -operation on R is a mapping A ! A from F(R)
to F(R) which satises the following conditions for a 2 K − f0g and A; B 2 F(R):
(1) (a) = (a) and (aA) = aA,
(2) AA; if AB, then AB, and
(3) (A) = A.
A 2 F(R) is called a -ideal if A = A. One of the most important -operations is
the v-operation given by Av=(A−1)−1 =R : (R : A) for A 2 F(R). For more properties
of -operations the reader is referred to Gilmer [7, Section 32]. In [14], they dened
a strongly -type 2 ideal of an integral domain R as follows: If A 2 F(R) and  is a
star-operation on R, then A is called a strong -type 2 ideal of R if for each nonzero
a2A, there exists b 2 A such that A=(a; b). Now we will dene a strongly -type
2 ideal of R in the graded case.
Denition 3. If A is a homogeneous fractional ideal of a graded integral domain R, and
 is a star-operation on R, then A is called a strongly homogeneous -type 2 ideal of
R if for each nonzero homogeneous a2A, there exists a homogeneous element b 2 A
such that A = (a; b).
Corollary 4. Assume that R is a graded domain which is a Krull domain. Then each
homogeneous fractional ideal of R is strongly homogeneous v-type 2.
Proof. Let A be a homogeneous divisorial ideal of R and x 2 A−f0g be homogeneous.
Then A−1(1=x) and by Corollary 2, there is a y 2 h(KH) such that A−1 = (1=x)\yR.
Thus A= (A−1)−1 = ((1=x) \ yR)−1 = (x; y−1)v. That is, each homogeneous divisorial
ideal A is strongly homogeneous v-type 2. Indeed, to say that every homogeneous
divisorial ideal is strongly homogeneous v-type 2 is equivalent to saying that every
nonzero homogeneous ideal is strongly homogeneous v-type 2.
Corollary 5. Assume that D[S] is a Krull domain. Let I be a fractional ideal of S
and let a 2 I . Then there exists b 2 I such that Iv = ((a+ S) [ (b+ S))v.
Proof. By Corollary 4, D[I ]v = (X
a; dX b)v for some b 2 Iv (since (D[I ])v = D[Iv])
and d 2 D; equivalently, D[I ]−1 = X−aD[S] \ (1=d)X−bD[S]. We will prove that
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I−1 = (−a + S) \ (−b + S). If g 2 I−1, then g + I  S, and so X gD[I ]D[S]. Thus
X g 2 D[I ]−1 = X−aD[S] \ (1=d)X−bD[S], and so g 2 (−a + S) \ (−b + S). For the
reverse inclusion, if g 2 (−a+ S) \ (−b+ S), then X g 2 X−aD[S] \ (1=d)X−bD[S] =
D[I ]−1, and so X gD[I ]D[S]. Thus g+ I  S, and hence g 2 I−1. Now we show that
Iv = ((a + S) [ (b + S))v. Let J := (a + S) [ (b + S). Then clearly Jv Iv. We show
that Iv Jv. Note that for x 2 G; J  x + S ) a + S  x + S and b + S  x + S )
−x + S −a + S and −x + S −b + S ) −x + S (−a + S) \ (−b + S) = I−1 )
Iv x + S. Thus Jv = \fx + S j J  x + Sg\fy + S j Ivy + Sg = (Iv)v = Iv. Hence
Iv = ((a+ S) [ (b+ S))v.
Let S be a torsion-free cancellative commutative (additive) monoid with quotient
group G. Then S is called a Krull monoid if S is completely integrally closed (i.e.,
s 2 S; g 2 G, and s+ng 2 S for all n  1 implies g 2 S) and S satises the ascending
chain condition on v-ideals (cf. [5, Proposition 2], [1, p. 209]). Recall that a torsion-free
abelian group is of type (0; 0; : : :) if it satises the ascending chain condition on cyclic
subgroups. It was shown in [5, Theorem 1] or [1, Proposition 5.11] that the monoid
domain D[S] is a Krull domain if and only if D is a Krull domain, S is a Krull monoid,
and each nonzero element of U (S), the group of invertible elements of S, is of type
(0; 0; : : :).
Lemma 6. Let S be a torsion-free cancellative commutative monoid with quotient
group G. Assume that S is a Krull monoid; S 6= G; and each nonzero element of G
is of type (0; 0; : : :). Let I be a nonprincipal integral divisorial ideal of S. Then there
exist elements g0; g1 2 I−1 = S : I such that I = (−g0 + S) \ (−g1 + S). Moreover; if
D is a UFD and p is a prime element of D; then pX g0 − X g1 is irreducible in D[G].
Proof. Replacing I by I−1, by the proof of Corollary 5, there exists g0 2 I−1 and
g1 2 (I−1)v = I−1 such that (I−1)−1 = (−g0 + S) \ (−g1 + S). Since I is divisorial,
(I−1)−1 = Iv = I . Thus I = (−g0 + S) \ (−g1 + S).
Let  be a total order on G compatible with the group operation. We may assume
that g0<g1. Suppose that pX g0 − X g1 = fh, where f; h 2 D[G] are nonunits. Then
neither f nor h are monomials. Indeed, if either f or h is a monomial, say f, by com-
paring coecients, the coecient of f is a unit in D. Thus f 2 U (D[G]), a contradic-
tion. Thus we may write f=a1X s1+  +amX sm ; g=b1X t1+  +bnX tn , where ai; bj 2 D
with a1 6= 0; am 6= 0; b1 6= 0; bn 6= 0 and si; tj 2 G with s1<   <sm; t1<   <tn.
Now by considering the reduction of pX g0 − X g1 = fh modulo the prime ideal (p)
and by comparing the coecients of both sides, we get a1 + (p)= b1 + (p)= (p), and
hence p= a1b1 2 (p2), a contradiction. Thus pX g0 − X g1 is irreducible in D[G].
Two special cases of Krull domains when each (nonzero) divisor class contains
a height-one prime ideal are the ring of algebraic integers in a number eld and a
polynomial ring D[X ] over a Krull domain D [6, Theorem 14:3]. Now we are ready
to state the main theorem in this paper.
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Theorem 7. Let D[S] be a Krull domain; where D is a UFD; but not a eld. Then
every nonzero divisor class of D[S] contains a prime divisorial ideal.
Proof. Let G be the quotient group of S, and let  be a total order on G compatible
with the group operation. The map S ! D[S] induces a bijection Cl(S) ! Cl(D[S])
(cf. [8, Theorem 16.7]). So there is an ideal of the form D[I ], with I divisorial in
S, in every class of Cl(D[S]). We would like to show that there is a prime ideal in
cl(D[I ]). By Lemma 6, there are elements g0; g1 2 I−1 = S : I such that I = (−g0 +
S) \ (−g1 + S). Without loss of generality, we may assume that g0<g1. Note that
each nonzero element of G is of type (0; 0; : : :) by Matsuda [11, Proposition 3:3]. It
follows from [9, Theorem 7:12] that D[G] is a UFD. Let p be a prime element of D.
Then by Lemma 6 again, pX g0 − X g1 is irreducible in D[G]; and hence the ideal in
D[G] generated by pX g0 −X g1 is a prime ideal. Denote P := (pX g0 −X g1 )D[G]\D[S]
a prime ideal of D[S]. The claim is that P = (pX g0 − X g1 )D[I ]. If this is indeed
the case, then cl(P) = cl(D[I ]), so the prime divisorial ideal is in cl(D[I ]). Thus the
proof will be complete when this equality has been demonstrated. We now show that
P = (pX g0 − X g1 )D[I ].
Since gi+I  S for each i2f1; 2g, (pX g0−X g1 )D[I ]D[S]. Also (pX g0−X g1 )D[I ]
(pX g0−X g1 )D[G]; so (pX g0−X g1 )D[I ]P. Suppose that f 2 P. Then f=(pX g0−
X g1 )h for some h 2 D[G]. To show that P(pX g0 −X g1 )D[I ], it is sucient to show
that h 2 D[I ]. We do so by induction on the ‘length’ of h.
If h is a monomial, say h = dX t 2 D[G], then f = (pX g0 − X g1 )h = (pX g0 −
X g1 )(dX t)=pdX g0+t −dX g1+t . Since f 2 D[S], g0 + t 2 S and g1 + t 2 S, and so t 2
(−g0+S)\(−g1+S)=I , and hence h 2 D[I ]. Now h 2 D[I ] if and only if Supp(h) I .
Suppose that h1 2 D[I ] for all typical elements h1 with 1  length(h1)<length(h)
such that (pX g0 − X g1 )h1 2 D[S]. Suppose further that (pX g0 − X g1 )h 2 D[S]. To
show that h 2 D[I ], it is sucient to show that the greatest element in Supp(h) is in
I . Let h=
Pn
i=1 aiX
ti with ai 2 Dnf0g and t1<t2<   <tn. Then tn 2 I if and only
if g0 + tn 2 S and g1 + tn 2 S. Now (pX g0 − X g1 )h = −anX g1+tn +    + pa1X g0+t1 .
Since (pX g0 − X g1 )h 2 D[S], g1 + tn 2 S and g0 + t1 2 S. Thus tn 2 I if and only if
g0+ tn 2 S. And g0+ tn 2 S if and only if g0+ tn is integral over S since S is integrally
closed. If g0 + tn 6= g1 + ti for any i=1; 2; : : : ; n− 1, then, since (pX g0 −X g1 )h 2 D[S],
g0 + tn 2 S. Thus we may assume that g0 + tn = g1 + tj for some j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n− 1g.
We now proceed to establish that g0 + tn is integral over S.
If n=2, then g1 + t2 2 S; g0 + t1 2 S, and g0 + t2 = g1 + t1. Thus 2(g0 + t2) = (g0 +
t2) + (g1 + t1) = (g0 + t1) + (g1 + t2) 2 S, and so g0 + t2 is integral over S.
Generally, if g0 + tn = g1 + tj and g0 + tj 2 S for some j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n − 1g, then
2(g0+tn)=(g0+tn)+(g1+tj)=(g0+tj)+(g1+tn) 2 S. If g0+tn=g1+tj; g0+tj=g1+tk ,
and g0 + tk 2 S for some k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; j− 1g, then 2(g0 + tj) = (g0 + tj) + (g1 + tk) =
(g0 + tk) + (g1 + tj) = (g0 + tk) + (g0 + tn) and 2(g0 + tn) = (g0 + tj) + (g1 + tn).
Thus 4(g0 + tn) = 2(g0 + tj) + 2(g1 + tn) = (g0 + tk) + (g0 + tn) + 2(g1 + tn), and
so 3(g0 + tn) = (g0 + tk) + 2(g1 + tn) 2 S. Continuing in this manner, we get an
integer m 2 f2; 3; : : : ; ng such that m(g0 + tn) 2 S, since g0 + t1 2 S. Thus g0 + tn
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is integral over S and so g0 + tn 2 S. Therefore tn 2 I and the inductive bridge is
completed.
Remark 8. If S is a UFM (unique factorization monoid) which is not a group and
D[S] is a Krull domain, then S is isomorphic to H  M , where H is the group
of invertible elements of S and M is the (external) direct sum of  copies of Z+,
with  the cardinality of a complete set of nonassociate prime elements of S. Thus
D[S] = (D[H ])[M ] and D[H ] is a Krull domain (cf. [8, Theorems 15.1 and 15.4]).
Hence each nonzero divisor class of D[S] contains a height-one prime divisorial ideal
by [6, Theorem 14.3].
We will show that each nonzero divisor class of a Krull group ring contains a
height-one prime ideal. To do so, we need the following two lemmas due to Matsuda.
Let D be an integral domain with quotient eld K and let G be a nonzero torsion-free
abelian group. For 0 6=f2K[G], let Af be the D-submodule of K generated by the
coecients of f.
Lemma 9 (Matsuda [12, Proposition 6:10]). Let D be an integrally closed domain
with quotient eld K and let G be a nonzero torsion-free abelian group. Then for
0 6= f 2 D[G]; fK[G] \ D[G] = f(Af)−1D[G].
Lemma 10 (Matsuda [11, Proposition 5.3]). Let D be an integral domain and let G
be a torsion-free abelian group. Assume that the group ring D[G] is a Krull domain.
Then Cl(D) and Cl(D[G]) are naturally isomorphic.
Recall that an element g of a torsion-free abelian group G is of height (0; 0; : : :) if
g is not divisible by any rational primes.
Theorem 11. Let D be an integral domain and let G be a nonzero torsion-free abelian
group. Assume that the group ring D[G] is a Krull domain. Then each nonzero divisor
class of D[G] contains a height-one prime ideal of D[G].
Proof. If D[G] is a UFD, then the theorem is trivially true. Thus we may assume that
D[G] is a Krull domain which is not a UFD. Since D[G] is a Krull domain, each
nonzero element of G is of type (0; 0; : : :). Thus G contains an element  of height
(0; 0; : : :). Let cl(J ) be a nonzero divisor class of Cl(D[G]). By Lemma 10, there exists
a divisorial ideal I of D such that cl(ID[G])= cl(J ). Since D is a Krull domain, there
exists a; b 2 I−1 such that I−1 = (a; b)v. Let P := (a+ bX )K[G] \D[G]. Then P is a
prime ideal of D[G] by [13, Lemma 4.1]. Thus P=(a+bX )(a; b)−1D[G] by Lemma 9.
Thus cl(P) = cl((a; b)−1D[G]) = cl(ID[G]) = cl(J ).
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